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Indians have been described as argumentative. In everyday usage, it means they argue for the
sake of arguing. And there is more than just a grain of truth in it. Look at the criticism of the
current dispensation at the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). There was a lot of debate about the
membership of the Monetary Policy Committee to be set up. Who will appoint the members? Will
the RBI Governor have the final say, etc…? Then there was the red herring about the green
card (pun intended). These issues could be potentially important. But nothing could be as
important as the present regime at the RBI foisting an inflation-targeting framework for the
conduct of monetary policy without much debate (though some academics had written on it
when it was first submitted). In my opinion, the Urjit Patel Committee Report (referred to as the
report below) that suggested this framework is an example of copy-and-paste from foreign policy
sources. Even this is done inconsistently. I focus attention on the report, as the new regime in
the RBI readies to implement it.

Goals of monetary policy Let us start at the beginning. What should the goals of the monetary
authorities be? Some obvious desirable candidates are full employment (or a high growth path),
low inflation, financial stability, budget balance and external balance (what used to be called
equilibrium in the balance of payments). And inevitably there are serious trade-offs between
these objectives. High growth can come accompanied by stress in the banking system (as
happened in the U.S. in the run-up to the financial crisis), or with a huge current account (of the
balance of payments) deficit (this implies growth is funded by international borrowing).

In the advanced capitalist countries, the professional consensus has moved towards inflation
targeting as the objective of monetary policy (after the Lehman Brothers crisis of 2008, the
importance of financial stability is not debated). The broad argument in favour of inflation
targeting runs as follows (also repeated in the report): monetary policy cannot significantly alter
the level of employment (or not for any length of time) — this is determined by “real factors” such
as productivity, labour market rigidities, and possibly the fiscal stance of the government.
Monetary policy should target nominal variables, such as rate of inflation.

Targeting inflation comes from a belief that policy should be simple and transparent, so that the
private sector can factor this into their decision-making. The question that this poses is: are
there more “complicated” policies which are better? I just note that one such policy is called
“nominal income targeting”. But it is more complicated and the private sector is deemed to be
intellectually challenged. An engineer building a bridge picks the best plan and not the one that
motorists find easy to comprehend. But let that be.

Inflation targeting and India In these countries, inflation targeting could be the desirable policy
because there is no restriction on the movement of (financial) capital; the issue of balance of
payments needing policy intervention is not even on the menu. Their interest rates equal the
interest rate in the rest of the world (interest parity holds) and the country concerned can borrow
abroad to finance the deficit — for example, the U.K. has been running a current account deficit
close to 8 per cent of GDP that no developing country could get away with.

But more relevant here is that there is no pressure on the Bank of England to intervene to
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correct this. As a matter of fact, the macroeconomic distinction between a developed and a
developing economy is that the latter needs to settle its debt in an internationally accepted
currency. Being in possession of real estate or natural resources is not enough, since foreign
lenders will not accept rupees. Thus, at the very least, a developing economy also needs to
have some notion of external balance.

On the external front, the report says the RBI should intervene to smooth exchange rate
volatility. It also discusses what the RBI should do in the face of large foreign capital inflows and
outflows. To insure against outflows, it says, India needs a war chest of foreign exchange
reserves. And this is generated by intervening in foreign exchange markets during periods of
foreign inflows, via something called “sterilised intervention”. But the takeaway from the report is
that the external sector needs attention in emergencies, not on an ongoing basis.

So is India like a developed country that can disregard the external constraint? India is a fairly
open economy, reliant on foreign capital flows. Gone are the days when we could think of
ourselves as a closed economy not really worried about foreign trade and payments. I note, en
passant, that even when this was true (before liberalisation), we had two major balance of
payments crises that altered the subsequent trajectory of the economy — the first one
contributing to the “socialism” of Indira Gandhi, and the second one leading to liberalisation.
Thus, trade and capital flows have to be woven into the proposed policy fabric.

Sterilised intervention To go back to the report, I note here that the very discussion of
sterilised intervention implies that India’s financial markets are not integrated with world markets
(for that I say, “thank god”!). So what is sterilised intervention? When capital inflows occur, the
RBI could do nothing and let the rupee appreciate. If it chooses to intervene, it could buy foreign
exchange. This would increase the supply of money, and possibly cause inflation. So it may buy
back the rupees by offering government bonds. This is “sterilised intervention” — sterilised
because the policy leaves money supply unchanged. But since this policy increases the supply
of government bonds, the yield on them must rise in order to make the public hold them. And
this is possible only if the domestic interest rate can differ from the international one. The whole
notion of having adequate foreign exchange reserves, and acquiring them via sterilised
intervention, means that we must pay attention to the details of the external sector. How much
foreign exchange to buy? How much sterilisation? Similarly for an outflow, the choice involves a
depreciation of the currency versus loss of reserves.

But the nature of the external constraint is not just what I mentioned. You may get the details of
the intervention right, you may be a good boy with inflation and budget deficits under control,
and yet face chaos. This is what happened to Latin America after Russia defaulted in 1998.
There was a reversal of capital flows that left the more open economies stranded. To not even
consider such an eventuality in the design of the architecture of monetary policy is surely being
foolhardy. Other developing economies that have adopted inflation targeting often say “inflation-
targeting plus” — the “plus” suggesting that there are possible complications.

Finally, I note that East Asia has grown out of poverty by using the exchange rate as a tool to
generate demand for domestic goods. The RBI Governor has said that today there is no space
for such a strategy. But India’s trade balance has been in deficit (around 8 per cent of GDP till
recently); a depreciated exchange rate could surely claw back some of this demand by making
Indian products slightly more competitive in world markets.

Not factoring in supply shocks Not addressing the external constraint is the biggest
shortcoming of the report. There are also other examples of cut-and-paste. In an economy like
India’s, why does monetary policy have nothing to say directly on supply shocks, for example, a
failure of the monsoon or a rise in oil prices? A narrow focus on consumer price index targeting
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means that adverse output shock like El Nino is relevant only if and when it feeds into
inflationary expectations. And what will inflation targeting do? After a failed monsoon, and high
food prices that have led people to expect high prices, policy would increase interest rates and
have a prolonged period of demand compression from a one-off monsoon failure. I note, though
without further discussion, that nominal income targeting has been shown to be vastly superior
in dealing with this kind of a shock.

Similarly, if oil prices were to rise, one way of minimising the inflationary impact of that is to let
the exchange rate appreciate. If you were half-conscious of the external balance, it is obvious
you do so at your peril (because then the pressure on the current account is being
compounded).

Another example of cut-and-paste is the box item on the so-called New Keynesian Phillips
Curve. Whatever its usefulness in industrialised countries, to lift this and use it to illustrate one’s
preferred policy set-up in India is a bit rich. The example in the report assumes no supply
shocks. Also, is the price stickiness assumed there at all a decent representation of how goods
prices are determined in the Indian economy?

The RBI is about to embark on a new policy framework based on poor economics. It reminds me
of an episode of The Two Ronnies programme, where little Ronnie (Corbett) is doing a
crossword. The clue was: “What is red and picked in a garden? It is a four-letter word ending
with SE?” Big Ronnie (Barker) says, “It is obvious — Rose.” Little Ronnie suggests the
appropriate answer is “Nose”. Now the latter answer is not incorrect but possibly a little off!

Partha Sen is a retired Professor from the Delhi School of Economics.
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